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How long have you been studying at ISUGA?   /   I’ve been studying here for ....
Where did you study before?   /   I used to study (go to) X ......  /   I studied at X before ......
How long did you study at the school you went to before coming to ISUGA?

I studied there for ......
How long will you have been studying at ISUGA by the end of this year?

By the end of this year I will have been (studying) at ISUGA for .....

How long have you had the footwear you are wearing today?
I will have had these ????? for ......

If you take them off at the end of the day how long do you think you will have been wearing them?
I will have been wearing them for about X hours.

Did you wear them yesterday? If not, what did you wear?
Yes, I wore (did wear)  them yesterday. 
No, I didn’t. I wore ......

Did you wear those all day?   /   Yes, I did. or No, I didn’t.
How long had you been wearing them by the time you took them off?

By the time I took them off I had been (must have been) wearing them for about  ......

Tell me the name of some activity, pastime or hobby that you do.   /   I do or go xing. or I collect X.
How long have you been doing it?   /   I’ve been xing for  .......
How often do you do it?   /   I x (about) .......
How much time do you spend doing it per week?   /   I spend (about ) y .... xing .....
When exactly did you last do it?   /   I last xed .......
For how long will you have been doing it by Christmas 2019?

By Christmas this year I will have been xing for ......
Do you think you should be doing it as much as you do?   /   Why not? or Probably not.
What could you spend more time doing if you spent less time doing the thing mentioned above?

If I spent less time xing I could spend more time working on my English!
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